


“How did 1 get this figure?

This can’t be right - where did it
come from?”

We are regularly asked these questions. Evidently, the figure reported is not the

one that was expected. The correctness of the figure is determined by the quality

of the source data and all the transformations and manipulations that took place

on that figure.

More and more often, clients want to be provided with insight into data ftows,

the operations and the business rules applicd. This desire is fed by legislation, for

example, Sarbanes-Oxley for (Arnerican) listecl companies, the Dutch Corporate

Governance Code, Sotvency and BASEL, and by the increased risk-awareness

of entrepreneLirs.

Various ETL tool suppliers have received reques(s from clients and are therefore

devetoping data lineage tooling, or have already released a version. This tooling

altows end users to request information about the origin of the data. However,

the ETL tool suppliers’ data lineage tooting has its timitations. Apart from vendor

lock-in, this often involves the operations that take place within the tool. Infor

mation of operations within the reporting environment are Out of scope (cube,

semantic layer, reports and the like). This problem is Less severe if the tool supplier

supp[es the complete BI stack as well as the ETL tool. Microsoft suppties the

complete BI stack, but has not yet progressed far enough with its data lineage

tooling.

How can this demand for information be met without the data lineage of the

tool supplier?

To this end, Ordina devetoped a custom data lineage solution in a dient project.

We worked with a data vault at the dient’s place of business. On top of this, we

used varlous dimensionat data marts, and the complete Microsoft BI stack for

the tooling. Our custom data tineage solution has a central metadata repository.

All the business rules are stored in this repository, and they can be modified via

a GUl (like Microsoft MDS). The specifications of the rutes are stored in the

repository and they can be reported on by the reporting tool (SSRS).

In addition to setting the business rutes, t is also necessary to keep the ETL

mapping of all entities and attributes updated. In this way, for alt attributes in

every layer within the architecture, it is dear how the figure is being processed

(see figure 1).

It all of this has to be entered man ualty, the error-sensitivity factor is high. For that

reason, we use a custorn-made tool with which we can read out the definition

of alt the SSIS data sources used (mainty OLEDB). However, if the query string

is built based on one or, underwater, more variables, we then enter the data

manuatty. For the ETL we make use of severat standard templates for which

we restrict the number of variables. When the choice is made to generate ETL,

the query string variables can actuatly be completely etiminated.
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The entity and attribute data can for the most part be retrieved from the data

model or the underlying data dictionaries. Some manual work is probably neces

sary to import the complete model.

Figure 1 - data rnode daz neage / metadata reDos :ov

Having a metadata repository means there is now a central place where all

business rules can be stored, requested and modified. These business rules

are linked to the ETL packages. A distinction is made between specific business

rules (that apply to one package) and generic business rules (that apply to

multiple packages, for example, certain filters and conditional splits). The ETL

packages are in turn linked again to all the entities and attributes.

In the current implementation, based on the name of the final attribute (figure),

the dient can see in a report which business rutes are applicable, in what order

they are performed and by which transformations the final figure is formed.

In addition, you can get insight into the business rules and all the changes that

are performed on them. From the business rules perspective, you also have the

possibility of seeing where a business rule is used and what the impact of a

change to a particutar business rule is.

The plans for a follow-up expansion consist of a dynamic drill-through link

between the current reporting and the data lineage catatog, so that the data

lineage information can be obtained directly via the standard reports.
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The biggest advantage of this custom data lineage approach is that the dient

itself has insiqht into which transtormations and calculations have taken pace
on a particular figure. [the dient stili believes that the figure is not correct, the
reason can be found more quickly and categorized as a data quality problern
or an incorrect[y app[ied or wrong business rule.
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